Build your control system for less!
with our everyday low prices on high-quality components

From cable to wire duct ...

NEW! 300V UL Instrumentation Cable is dual listed as UL 2250 Type ITC (Instrumentation Tray Cables) and UL 13 Type PLTC (Power Limited Tray Cables).
- 18 gauge
- 1, 2, 4 or 8 twisted pairs
- Overall shielded or individually shielded with overall shield
- Available in 100, 250 or 1000 ft reels

Flexible multi-conductor control cable is suitable for wet and dry locations, and is resistant to sunlight, oil and moisture penetration.
- Conductor sizes from 18 to 10 gauge
- 3 to 41 unshielded conductors
- Available in 100, 250, 500 or 1000 ft reels
- UL and CSA approved, RoHS compliant

Heavy-duty multi-wire connectors quickly and reliably connect wiring in applications such as machinery, robots, and control and signal circuits.
- Build custom connectors from components
- 3 to 144-pole configurations
- 3A to 32B sizes
- Bulkhead or surface mount housings with standard or automatic covers

Keep your wiring in order with Iboco rigid or flexible wire duct in a choice of styles and colors.
- Standard or thin finger slotted styles, and solid duct for special applications
- Standard duct in gray, blue and black
- Sold per 2-meter piece for convenience or in cost-saving multi-packs

Research, price, buy at:
www.automationdirect.com/wiring-solutions

Also Available

Enclosures  Wiring Devices  Terminal Blocks  Tools  Cat5e Cables  Field Wireable Connectors  Cable Ties & Accessories

Order Today, Ships Today!
Voted Best In Service 25 Years

* As per Best of the Web by万户.net.